trim to fit instructions

1. Place the buckle through the middle hole of the belt.

2. Wrap the belt around your waist to get the appropriate length. Make a small mark on the inside so you know where to cut. Leave some length to spare as it is easier to trim more if necessary.

3. Cut the belt with scissors on the square end, not the end with the buckle holes.

4. Insert the cut end of the belt into the buckle and clamp it down.

5. Undo the buckle and try the belt on for size. If any trimming is needed redo steps 1 - 4.

environmentally friendly
- Recyclable belt and buckle
- Reusable plastic star box
- Vegan - no animals were harmed or used in making StarBelt®

metal detector friendly
- No metal means StarBelt® does not set off metal detectors
- Typically no need to remove StarBelt® at airport security

sports friendly
- Resists water and sweat
- Easy to clean, just wash with soap and water
- Not affected by hot or cold temperatures
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